in order to restore a proper amount of ventilation to the work-
ing faces (Tr. 156; 1705-1706; 1897; 2008-2009).  There.can be
no doubt but that a proper amount of ventilation was provided
in a period of about 15 minutes because Blankenship1s and
Thomas's testimony to that effect is supported by the testimony
of the operator of the continuous miner who said that the dusty
conditions under which he had been cutting coal up to about 2
p.m. on Monday ceased to exist after Blankenship stopped pro-
duction and worked on the ventilation system (Tr. 1120}.
It should also be noted that all of the permanent stoppings
which Pittman wanted constructed had been dry stacked, but not
plastered, at the time Blankenship found Pittman's crew produc-
ing coal without adequate ventilation {Tr. 1042; 1701).  Al-
though the permanent stoppings had not been plastered, the ,
testimony of the scoop operator, cited above, shows that even
after the permanent stoppings had been properly plastered, all
the section foremen still had to maintain a constant vigil over
all parts of their ventilation system to keep air from leaking
down the track.  It is clear that the reason Pittman lacked an
adequate amount of air for ventilating his section was the .re-
sult of his own negligence in failing to make certain that the
temporary stoppings inby the tailpiece were properly secured
to prevent air from leaking down the belt entry to the track.
The claim in Pittman1s initial (pp. 19-37) and reply {pp.
6-16) briefs that Thomas was solely responsible for the lack
of ventilation on Pittman1s section is incorrect.  Fox, Pitt-
man's own expert witness, testified that it was the responsi-
bility of the section foreman to see that his section was op-
erating with adequate ventilation and that it was his respon-
sibility to maintain all the curtains and other ventilating
devices in every part of his section so as to assure that his
crew would be working in a safe and healthful environment {Tr.
1087-1088).  Pittman's claim that he was not responsible for
any part of the ventilation system except that on the working
section or the portion inby the tailpiece was largely refuted
by the testimony of /Thomas Anderson, an operator of a continu-
ous miner, who was called by Pittman as a rebuttal witness.
Anderson testified that he and Pittman walked into the mine
instead of riding the mantrip and that Pittman wrote his ini-
tials in the belt entry to show that he was firebossing the
belt {Tr. 2236).  Moreover, Pittman's preshift examinations
for both Friday and Monday show entries to the effect that the
11 [t] rack [was] safe for travel" (Exh. 18, pp. 53 and 65).  It
is true, as hereinafter explained, that Pittman claims McConnell
put entries in the fireboss book which he did not give to
McConnell, but the fireboss book has numerous other entries
which are attributable to Pittman, without any alleged conni-
vance by McConnell, and he makes the comment that the track
was safe to travel in most of his reports.  Those fireboss
entries and Anderson's testimony are rather conclusive proof
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